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Contents

Technical report to Industry with accompanying GIS data on surficial geological and shallow subsurface conditions and features along several wide corridors of the central and western Scotian Shelf. The corridors are industry-determined potential routes for pipelines from offshore production sites to the American market. Most corridors are along the outer banks of the Scotian Shelf but one corridor considers a landing in southwest Nova Scotia. Report structure includes background and methods, descriptions of potential features constraining pipeline lay, routing, and integrity. Geology and potential pipeline constrains are considered on a region by region basis, 16 in all. Report for Industry written in 2002. Delayed release for industry proprietary reasons.
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The GIS_Shapefiles folder contains the GIS vector and raster data themes, generally organized geographically according to general location. Shapefiles were generated in ESRI ArcView 3.3 and are limited in metadata and projection information; Although original ArcView project files have been included most are likely incompatible with most user’s GIS application. Shapefile naming is not well standardized but should be discoverable nonetheless. The user is obliged to discover data/interpretations via ESRI ArcCatalogue or the report figures and enclosures and “assemble” datasets into a custom project in a current GIS application. Some projection uncertainties may arise but many are unprojected (geographic) or in the appropriate UTM zone for their location.

Shapefiles contain polygon maps, typically morphodynamic geologic interpretations and zonations, geologic features in line and point formats, bathymetric contours, profile locations, sample stations and metadata, sediment thickness (locally only), labels and some legends. 



	“georges_browns_nec” stands for Georges and Browns Banks on the SW Scotian Shelf 
	“nearshore” refers to the inner shelf area of SW Nova Scotia spanning Shelburne and Liverpool Harbours

“sable” refers to Sable Island Bank, central Scotian Shelf, where present hydrocarbon production occurs
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